EmanciFair
A Sing out for World Peace
“If you plan for one year grow cotton. If you plan for ten years grow trees. If you plan for 100
years grow men”
The purpose of education is to train a generation with the proper curriculums, behaviors and
the experience necessary to resolve a community’s conflicts and develop solutions for the
community’s problems, that will protect them against threats from forces both within and
outside. Therefore, for education to be successful, the community and student must form a
bond, work together and demonstrate the following:
1. A shared interest.
2. An identifiable, shared purpose with measureable results.
3. A sustained, long term, and committed investment in the student.

NewNegro Media would like to sponsor four networking events between Local Area High
Schools and at large communities. The purpose of these events is to forge a working
relationship between the American business community, educators and high school students by
celebrating the passage of the 13th, 14th and 15th Amendments to the U.S Constitution.

The events, conducted quarterly, will be called “EmanciFair”. For all participants, it is the time
to thank God for giving our American Ancestors of African Descent and American Citizens
outside the African race for their courage, perseverance and intellect to free our great nation
from the bondage of slavery; while recognizing their devotion to unity in God, faith in their
collective sacrifices bonded together by blood on the battlefield, in order to preserve our
nation, these United States of America thru their combined honor, intelligence, integrity and
supreme nobility.
By building on that legacy, EmanciFair will identify and began grooming the residents capable of
building industry in impoverished areas, and redefine patriotism beyond angry, violent white
men, who believe our nation and its great history is solely for the descendants of slave masters
who fornicate on our constitution and believe the democracy is meant to preserve and defend
racial supremacy.

These events are educational and economic informal gatherings that recognize talents in the
areas of Arts, Sciences and Literature. If successful selected students, along with members of
the at large community will forge a bond and began working together, employing scientific
models that identify the obstacles, develop future economic opportunities, and project the
future threats to the community’s economic welfare and public safety, from within an
intellectual environment, relying on knowledge and reasonable conclusions; as opposed to
protest marches, public opinion and fear. Yes, there is Free Speech, and Free Silence.

To participate, each member organization, group, or family must value education and share a
single-mindedness of purpose to establish six moral pillars in the community:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Believe in God
Do not murder.
Do Not Steal
Honor your mother and father.
Respect every person regardless of race or opposite sex.
Protect the environment
Respect the flag

In 2019 Business leaders will select students for enrollment in a ten year after school leadership
development program. Selected, if they continue their education, maintain moral standards
and work in selected areas will be awarded a ten-year paid stipend of $721.00 per month.
Beginning their sophomore year, high school students can apply for enrollment. If selected,
successful students will have completed a ten year curriculum in one of three areas:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Government,
Economic Development
Social/Mass Media.
Math and Sciences

The selection of internship participants is a nonpartisan and impartial. Students must be
entering their high school sophomore year with a 3.0 freshmen GPA to apply. A minimum of
100 interns will be selected, beginning January 2020.
EmanciFair is not a religious event. However, it is most certainly spiritual. It is a five hour
celebration dedicated to love, peace and creativity- God's greatest endeavors. Featuring
workshops, lectures, food, fashion, dancing and live entertainment. Emancifair is a fun event
for the entire family

EmanciFair is not self-congratulatory or living in the past. Quite simply, it is a rare combination
of intellect and entertainment in a carnival atmosphere. It is an afternoon event between the
hours 12pm-6pm and the target market is organizations, groups and families. If any group,
organization or family can attract and sells a minimum of 150 tickets ($25.00 per ticket) for
each event, New Negro Media will provide a yearly budget of $12,000.00 towards the live
entertainment, programming, food, security, promotions and crowd control, to cover the cost
of four events per year, beginning January 2018.
All proceeds from the events after cost go towards establishment of an endowment to cover
the cost of a ten-year stipend for a minimal of 100 students beginning January 2020. As
compensation for their work, each organization, group or family will receive 30% of all profits
generated by ticket sales for each event, and 10% of advertising revenues. In exchange, New
Negro Media will have final authorization and be the exclusive vendor for the event.

This is my country. I believe such an event is needed now more than ever. It will not only serve
the best interest of all parties involved, but continue the legacy of unity of purpose and
supreme nobility to serve the best interest of our great nation, these United States of America.
Looking forward to an early response.
Sincerely Derrick Williams
NewNegro Media

